You Are Who You Are Online?

Does your social media presence reflect the person that you want employers to see?
This is something important to consider in an age where 98% of 18‐24 year olds are
using social media. It is important to think about how your social media accounts
reflect who you are. If your twitter name is @cutiepie, you may not be considered
professional or taken seriously in the boardroom. The time is now to think about
your persona and how to use social media to enhance your potential, not thwart it.

Why Use Social Media? A New Approach

 Social Media can be used to your advantage as your enter the workforce. It
can serve as an opportunity to connect with mentors, seek interviews and
counsel, as well as advertise your skills.
 Don’t forget to market your social media skills to potential employers. These
can be essential business skills and if used correctly.
 Consider following business leaders you admire and watch their example
online. (or note what they are not doing well and capitalize off of that for
your own career.)

What to Post on Social Media?
Be creative.
Be clear – know and state who you are and who you are not.
Be action oriented – engage others in productive ways.
Be aware – know that you are entering a social system and it is important to
have good manners, just like a party or sharing office space.
 Be concise – this is not the place for a personal rant or a novel.





Blogs

If you are a blogger, remember that professional, grammatically correct writing is
important. Try to avoid drama and excessive use of slang or punctuation. Your

credibility as a professional is on the line and potential employers will scrutinize
your writing skills as evidenced in your blog.

Need to Know
Remember that Google never forgets. Whether it is a drunken photo or a post
bashing an ex – it is all out there, forever. Be cautious about what you put online
and how you represent yourself. Try to always be the person you would be proud to
have you mom, child, boss see online.

